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WHAT IS SADED? 

� South Asian Dialogues on Ecological Democracy (SADED) was born in
2002- A result of cooperative coordination by Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam, Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS) and
Lokayan [India] and Kepa and Siemenpuu Foundation [Finland].

�

� However the practical work of SADED is the outcome of a wider� However the practical work of SADED is the outcome of a wider
collaborative-creative involvement by individuals and organizations in
a network of efforts without one epicenter.

� SADED is a network inspired by the aim of developing perspectives on
‘Swaraaj’ - an evolved form of democracy, which is comprehensive in
the terms of economic, spiritual, cultural, social, political and gender
dimensions.



WHAT IS SADED? 

� Not a formal entity, neither a closed circle.

� A space for enabling concerns about democracy and a platform for working on
diverse interventions;

� A forum for people from diverse backgrounds to share work and create new
coalitions;coalitions;

� A politically meaningful theoretical articulation of the linkages of ecological
issues with all other dimensions of life - within a framework of ‘democracy’;

� Through dialogues, SADED aims at interlinking
individuals/groups/organizations on various thematics of ‘Ecological
Democracy/Swaraaj’, as well as enabling persons who are concerned but not
socially active, to become involved in collective initiatives.



WHAT IS SADED



� To explore the possibility of articulating the idea of ecological democracy
by various modes, understand the strengths and limitations of each one;
learn about threats and barriers to successful communication through
each and draw lessons for future engagement.

� To deepen the understanding of ‘Ecological Democracy’ and its

SADED Objectives

� To deepen the understanding of ‘Ecological Democracy’ and its
practice through concrete issues in real life situations.

� To strengthen/generate resources (knowledge, committed persons,
literature, cultural activities, networks, etc.) that can continue the efforts
towards ecological democracy.



SADED Principles

� Voluntary participation as a resource for Ecological Democracy.

� Those with more ecological worldviews (often from less developed regions and deprived
sections) encouraged to participate, given greater exposure than their level of skills and
resources and nurture them into leadership roles.

� Linking the theoretical and ground level issues and debates.

� Engaging in collaboration activities, supporting or enhancing impact of ongoing activities and
harnessing existing energies and resources for Ecological Democracy work.

� Promoting the ideas and issues of ecological democracy primary; organizational branding and
credit-seeking not a priority.

� Understanding various dimensions of ecology and democracy understood in a participatory
mode.

� Preparing strategies and thematic, theoretical, administrative and practical models on
ecological democracy approach.



SADED Working Structure 

� SADED’s survival support has come from Siemenpuu foundation, Finland and
CSDS, Delhi, India. Its activities of dialogue and action, however, are possible only
through the interaction and mutual support of a vast number of individuals,
organizations and movements with civil society, national and global.

� Main geographical focus – India-Nepal;

� Actively developing ‘Swaraaj’ networks in other parts of South Asia and globally.

� The organizational structure - Convenor, 2 Associate Convenors and a steering
committee of ±13 members.

� Discussions within this group and network advisors form basis for decision
making.



SADED Working Structure 

� Thematic working groups develop around specific issues with

a Coordinator (who also becomes part of the Steering
Committee) and a varied number of
members/advisors/resource persons.

�Specific geographical groups are also developed for location
specific issues, working on the interlinkages of Ecological
Swaraaj on the ground and for forging alliances for local
action.



SADED Working Structure



Network Structure



THEMATIC ARCS

� Ecology, Dignity and the Marginalized Majorities

� Sustainable Agriculture; Kisan Swaraj Abhiyan (Farmer's Swaraj Campaign)

� Water-Rivers-Flood Management 

� Water Philosophy Dialogues

� Koi Bhookha Na Soye Abhiyaan (Let No One Sleep Hungry)� Koi Bhookha Na Soye Abhiyaan (Let No One Sleep Hungry)

� Himalaya Swaraj Abhiyan (Save the Himalaya Campaign)

� Adivasi Survival Globally

� Civilizational Perspectives

� Inter-Continental Dialogue

� Bueven Vivir

� Collective Self -Learning on Biodiversity 



A Snapshot of our Dialogues & Initiatives

� Health Swaraaj
� Engagement with Gandhi

� Climate Crisis and Sustainability Project
� Himalaya Neeti Samvaad

� Nirmal Jal Nirmal Ganga (River Basin Project)
� Dalit Dialogues

� People (for) Law, Ecology and Democracy [PLEAD]� People (for) Law, Ecology and Democracy [PLEAD]
� Inter Faith Dialogues 

� Himalayan Information & Knowledge Exchange
� Ecological Democracy 

� Harit Swaraaj
� Nepal Bharat Samvaad
� SADED Resource Centre

� Transcription, Translation & Publication Wing
� Beyond Copenhagen

� ASHA Network



Thank You 


